


Who we are
We are a team of engineers and innovators passionate 

about what we do, our architects and engineers help 

companies enable, operate and innovate in 

the cloud, designing the best option for their 

businesses.

We use our own blend of product management concepts 

combined with agile methodology to generate faster time 

to market, higher value, and lower overall cost.



Why work together

At Cloudshine we trust the sum

 of the parts is more  enriching

than individual efforts, that is 

why we bet on collaborative work.

Team synergy
We want our clients to be able to

focus as much as possible on their

business, that is why far from being

external consultants, we propose

you to be technological partners.

That the infrastructure and 

technological management  you

need stop being a burden, we 

take care of it.

Technological partner
In a world as dynamic and fast,

excellence in the results  achieved

is as important as the speed with

which it is accomplished. As a 

team of engineers we work from 

efficiency, understanding the 

times of the environment in which 

we are immersed and 

fundamentally, our clients´ time.

Agile resolution



Why work together

We are interested in each of our

members finding in Cloudshine a 

space of opportunities and 

continuous learning. Confidence

and flexibility as a team,

accompanied by proactive

leadership,allows us to successfully

achieve the expectations of our

clients and team.

Self realisation
We reach a broader perspective on

solution alternatives, exceeding the

standardized and working with

technologies and services designed

for each client in particular. As a

team of innovators we deal with 

both, the design and strategy, of 

these ideas and their reliable and

efficient implementation.

Technological partner



We are interested in accompanying you and working side by side with you. 

They´ve already trust us: 

They trust our services



The journey to the cloud

Cloudshine provides full-service support options to assist clients at  every

phase of the cloud journey.
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Face new challenges with modern technologies in order to reduce time

to market. Re design existing solution to have a new microservices approach

or using serverless or any other cloud  native technology.

Fly direct to the succes



The journey to the cloud

Educate 
& Evaluate
Is it worth migrating to the cloud?  
How do we get started?

Design

How do we migrate the right way?

Migration Planning
Assignment of  architecture components 
and  applications to migration waves based 
on dependencies and business value.

Cloud Foundation
Billing Design, Network and System Design,
Security Design,Identity and Access
Management, Monitoring Design.
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Architecture and Application Mapping
Linkage of existing  business functionality 
to IaaS/PaaS components.

Total Cost of Ownership
Determine the total cost of  migrating to a cloud 
architecture as compared to current costs.

Cloud Strategy
What to migrate to achieve the greatest
business  value and reduce risks.



The journey to the cloud

Launch

Configuration and Deployment 

Automation
Using scalable DevOps cloud platforms.

Data Center Migration
Full migration of operations while maintaining
business continuity, reducing risks, and reducing 
infrastructure costs.

Do we have the resources we need?

Support

How do we keep up with evolving 
business needs?

Cost Review and Tuning
Once in operation, component adjusment 
are conducted to optimize cost.
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Data architecture Review:
Ensure that architecture is the best option to
perform and enable growth.

Transition from IaaS to PaaS
Identify application migration options to
take advantage of cloud native capabilities.



Our solutions

Cloud Adoption

Cloud Infrastructure Strategy & Design

Cloud Migration

Cloud Cost Management & Optimization

Big Data Architecture

Devops

Infrastructure Automation

Continuous Integration & Delivery

Assessment

Cloud Engineering

Microservicies Architecture

Multicloud Integration

Cloud Networking

Replatform application

Cyber security

Managed Operations

On call services

On demand cloud 

Local billing 

Looking for an easy way to start using cloud services? 

Now you can pay your AWS  consumptions in 

Argentine pesos and without 'PAIS' national tax.

Cloud Architecture | Cloud Engineering | DevOps | Security



Distinguished service
Cloud adoption - Cloud Infrastructure Strategy & Design

It allows you to manage infrastructure and data more efficiently than the traditional

one, providing flexibility and scalability to your business.

Whether you need to expand your existing  data center or solve your new 

cloud-based in infrastructure this solution will allow you to take your business 

to the next level.



Distinguished service
Cloud engineering - Microservicies Architecture

It is essential to make your applications easier to scale and faster to develop. With 

this architecture, applications are composed of independent elements that execute

the application processes as different services, communicated with each other 

through APIs. 

To make modifications to a single service, it is no longer necessary to

alter the entire infrastructure. Some of the benefits of working with this

type of architecture are:  agility, flexible scaling, easy implementation, technological 

freedom, reusable code, resistance.



Distinguished service
Managed Operations - On Demand Cloud

Adopting Cloud Computing Managed Operation in the On Demand  mode allows using

cloud operation services without a fixed contract and accessing specialized  consulting,

making it easier for organizations to implement cloud services to  increase the productivity

of the infrastructure they already have.

Working with this mode, you have total control of operating costs, you can  

decide when to start, stop, or end it.

Our professionals specialized in On Demand work are dedicated to innovating,

evolving and continuously improving their environment. 



Distinguished service
DevOps - Continuous Integration & Delivery

Automate the software release process and identify and fix bugs faster.

It enables you to find and fix bugs faster, improve software quality, and reduce the time it 

takes to validate and release new software updates.  A Continuous Integration Service 

automatically creates and runs unit tests on new code changes to immediately identify 

any error.

It enables developers to automate testing beyond unit testing as it is a software development 

practice where by changes to code are automatically prepared and delivered to production. In 

this way you can check for updates in the applications in  various dimensions  before sending 

them to clients.



Distinguished service

Looking for an easy way to start using cloud services? 

Now you can pay your AWS consumptions in Argentine pesos and without  

'PAIS' national tax.

Local billing



Our Technologies
These are the technologies that help us transforming your problem

into a solution.



Partnership Aws and Microsoft

Working with AWS and Microsoft Azure partners ensures that you have professionals trained

and certified by those companies. As partners of these companies, the client is assured that

they will work alongside IT professionals trained

in the latest technological developments and

with extensive experience. These alliances allow 

us to successfully  help your business at any 

stage of the cloud adoption process. 



Success case: Hichex

They didn’t have enough testing

infrastructure to fully test, they  had

a small number of mobile and  tablet

devices, and were unable to 

complete testing on all the operating

systems they needed. They did not

have enough time to run the tests on

all the devices they had and they 

needed to find a way to meet the 

scope of the project.

Thanks to Cloudshine’s advice, they

implemented the Device Farm tool 

and were able to concurrently carry 

out their functional and compatibility

tests on a large number of services, 

chosen together with the client, in 

order to generate highly reliable 

results.

The possibility of carrying out the

tests on a large number of virtual 

and physical devices, and not only 

the ones they had in their company, 

allowed them to provide their clients

a much more complete report of

findings from which their clients 

could implement improvements in

their applications.

Challenge Solutions Results

The benefits of implementing Device Farm in this project: 



Hichex review

“The choice of the company was easy because we based on
previous experiences of informal advice they had provided us, while 
being aware of their experience  and high skills of its members on the problem
we needed to solve.”



LET’S TAKE YOUR BUSINESS TO THE NEXT LEVEL!

Contact us


